NEW YORK CITY BALLET
PRINCIPAL CASTING FOR APRIL 19-24, 2022

TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 19, 7:30PM
SERENADE: Hyltin, Pereira, LeCrone, Danchig-Waring, Chamblee [Conductor: Litton]


WEDNESDAY EVENING, APRIL 20, 7:30PM
SERENADE: Hyltin, Pereira, LeCrone, Danchig-Waring, Chamblee [Conductor: Litton]


THURSDAY EVENING, APRIL 21, 7:30PM


FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL 22, 8:00PM

GUSTAVE LE GRAY NO. 1 - NYCB PREMIERE: *Applebaum, *Huxley, *Hutchinson+, **Santos+ [+Guest Artist, Dance Theatre of Harlem; Solo Piano: Gosling]

pause

PARTITA: Kretzschmar, Bradley, *Woodward, Hod, Coll, Chan, *Fahoury, Stanley


SATURDAY MATINEE, APRIL 23, 2:00PM
SERENADE: Mearns, Hod, M. Miller, Stanley, Sanz [Conductor: Litton]

THE GOLDBERG VARIATIONS: Miller, Chamblee, Gerrity, Applebaum, Sanz, Laracey, Furlan, Villarini-Velez, Hyltin, Ramasar, LaFreniere, Danchig-Waring, Woodward, Chan [Solo Piano: Walters]

SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 23, 8:00PM

GUSTAVE LE GRAY NO. 1: Applebaum, Huxley, Hutchinson+, Santos+ [+Guest Artist, Dance Theatre of Harlem; Solo Piano: Gosling]

pause

PARTITA: Kretzschmar, Bradley, Woodward, Hod, Coll, Chan, Fahoury, Stanley

LAW OF MOSAICS (NEW HEARNE/TANOWITZ): Mearns, M. Miller, LaFreniere (replaces Durham), Nadon, Lister, Janzen, Danchig-Waring, Grant, Chamblee, Applebaum [Guest Conductor: Hearne]

SUNDAY MATINEE, APRIL 24, 3:00PM

GUSTAVE LE GRAY NO. 1: Applebaum, Huxley, Hutchinson+, Santos+ [+Guest Artist, Dance Theatre of Harlem; Solo Piano: Gosling]

pause

PARTITA: Kretzschmar, Bradley, Woodward, Hod, Coll, Chan, Fahoury, Stanley

LAW OF MOSAICS (NEW HEARNE/TANOWITZ): Mearns, M. Miller, LaFreniere (replaces Durham), Nadon, Lister, Janzen, Danchig-Waring, Grant, Chamblee, Applebaum [Guest Conductor: Hearne]

* First Time in Role  **New York Debut

PROGRAM AND CASTING SUBJECT TO CHANGE (04/13/22)